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Abstract— We consider the problem of computing the inverse
dynamics of a serial robot manipulator with N elastic joints
in a recursive numerical way. The solution algorithm is a
generalized version of the standard Newton-Euler approach,
running still with linear complexity O(N) but requiring to set
up recursions that involve higher order derivatives of motion
and force variables. Mimicking the case of rigid robots, we
use this algorithm and a numerical factorization of the link
inertia matrix (which needs to be inverted in the elastic joint
case) for implementing on-line a feedback linearization control
law for trajectory tracking purposes. The complete method has
a complexity that grows as O(N3). The developed tools are
generic, easy to use, and do not require symbolic Lagrangian
modeling and customization, thus being of particular interest
when the number N of elastic joints becomes large.

I. INTRODUCTION

The presence of elasticity at the joint level has been
traditionally considered an undesirable feature in industrial
manipulators, mostly a side effect of using transmission
belts or long shafts to relocate actuation, or resorting to
reduction elements with a high reduction ratio, such as
the Harmonic Drive™ [1], [2]. However, the recent de-
ployment of lightweight manipulators [3]–[5], intended for
physical human-robot interaction, has turned joint elasticity
into a beneficial advantage as mechanical absorbing layer
for safety. In fact, in the event of a collision with a human
being, an elastic joint would comply with the human’s
body before special-purpose collision detection and reaction
software would take action (see, e.g., [6]). Moreover, the
design of intentionally compliant joints, such as when using
serial elastic actuation (SEA) [7], is a way to achieve more
natural, human-like, and energy efficient robot motion. For
these reasons, there is a renewed interest in robots displaying
non-negligible compliance at the joints.

Dynamic modeling of robots with elastic joints requires
the consideration of a double set of variables in order to
describe the distinct, dynamically related positions of the
driving motors and of the driven links [8], [9]. Symbolic
methods based on Lagrangian formulation have been devel-
oped for the systematic derivation of the dynamic model
and for computing feedforward torque commands based
on inverse dynamics [10], [11]. In turn, control algorithms
aimed at high performance for the stable tracking of desired
trajectories require extra measurements and a more complex
design [12], [13]. In particular, under a very reasonable
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simplifying assumption on the angular kinetic energy of
the driving motors, it has been shown in [14] that robots
with elastic joints can be transformed into exactly linear
and decoupled systems by means a nonlinear state feedback.
This feedback linearization property is the equivalent of the
so-called computed torque method for fully rigid robots. A
fundamental difference, however, is that the resulting linear
system turns out to be of fourth order (i.e., chains of four
input-output integrators at each joint, rather than only two),
with more critical stabilization issues. See Sec. II for a
summary of these results.

This paper addresses two very basic problems in dynamics
and control for the considered class of robots. The first is
the extension to robots with joint elasticity of the classi-
cal Recursive Newton-Euler Algorithm (RNEA), originally
proposed in [15] for rigid robots. This allows solving the
inverse dynamics problem in a numerical way, which is
efficient and exact (i.e., without resorting to approximate
differentiation of quantities). Inspired by the works [16], [17]
on computing the command torque derivative in rigid robots,
we present in Sec. III our complete Elastic Joints Newton-
Euler Algorithm, or EJNEA in short, which runs with an
asymptotic complexity O(N), being N the number of elastic
joints. As a result, the feedforward command associated to a
desired robot trajectory, defined in terms of link motion, can
be obtained without the need to derive an explicit Lagrangian
dynamic model in symbolic form, which may become a
particularly cumbersome task for large N (say, for N ≥ 7).

The second problem is the implementation of a feedback
linearization control law for robots with elastic joints that
should avoid, just as in the rigid case, the need of evaluating
at run time the complex expressions of the robot dynamic
model, which was previously obtained in symbolic form.
In Sec. IV, the EJNEA will serve again for the purpose
of accurate and exponentially stable tracking of sufficiently
smooth trajectories in robots with elastic joints, once it is
complemented with a suitable numerical factorization of the
link inertia matrix. The resulting method runs in O(N3).

A. Basics

Consider first a robot consisting of an open kinematic
chain of N rigid links connected through N rigid joints.
Under standard assumptions [18], the Lagrangian dynamic
model takes the form

(M(q) +B) q̈ + n(q, q̇) = τ , (1)

where q ∈ RN is the vector of link positions, τ ∈ RN is the
vector of motor torques, M(q) is the positive definite inertia
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matrix of the robot links, n(q, q̇) = c(q, q̇) + g(q) contains
centrifugal, Coriolis and gravity terms, and B > 0 is the
constant, diagonal matrix with the drive inertia moments, i.e.,
the inertias of the motor rotors’ around their own spinning
axes, reflected through the reduction ratios.

Let the desired link motion be specified by a trajectory
qd(t) ∈ C̄2, i.e., the class of twice differentiable time func-
tions (with acceleration that may be discontinuous). Then,
the torques needed to execute the desired motion (inverse
dynamics problem) can be computed either by evaluating the
symbolic model expressions or by resorting to the recursive
Newton-Euler numerical algorithm

τ r,d = RNEA(qd, q̇d, q̈d) = (M(qd)+B) q̈d + n(qd, q̇d).
(2)

On the other hand, if we wish to obtain exact linearization
(and input-output decoupling) of the closed-loop system, we
need to apply to (1) the nonlinear feedback law

τ r = RNEA(q, q̇,a) = (M(q)+B)a+ n(q, q̇), (3)

yielding q̈ = a. The control design is completed by choosing
a = q̈d + KD(q̇d − q̇) + KP (qd − q), with diagonal,
positive definite PD gain matrices. Thus, in the rigid case, the
feedback linearizing control can be computed in an efficient
numerical way using directly the RNEA, without any relevant
modification. Note that no inversion of the robot (link plus
motor) inertia matrix is necessary in the rigid case.

II. ROBOTS WITH ELASTIC JOINTS

In the presence of joint elasticity, the link positions are
distinct from the motor positions. Therefore, a robot with N
elastic joints will require 2N generalized coordinates [8]

Θ =
(
q
θm

)
∈ R2N ,

where θm ∈ RN is the vector of motor positions, after the
reduction gears. Under the usual, so-called Spong modeling
assumptions [14], the dynamic model for robots with elastic
joints takes the form

M(q)q̈ + n(q, q̇) +K(q − θm) = 0 (4a)

Bθ̈m +K(θm − q) = τ , (4b)

where K > 0 is the constant, diagonal joint stiffness matrix.
Equations (4a) and (4b) are referred to as link equation and
motor equation, respectively. The state of the system is 4N -
dimensional and is given, e.g., by (q,θm, q̇, θ̇m). Note also
that M(q) contains the link masses, the link inertias, the
motor masses, and all the inertial components of the motors,
with the exception of the drive inertia moments, which are
already included in B.

A. Inverse dynamics

Given a desired link trajectory qd(t) ∈ C̄4, i.e., four times
differentiable (at most with discontinuous fourth derivative),
it is possible to use (4) for computing the nominal torque

that realizes the desired motion. We can differentiate (4a)
once1

M(q)...
q + Ṁ(q)q̈ + ṅ(q, q̇) = K(θ̇m − q̇), (5)

and twice

M(q)....
q +2Ṁ(q)...

q+M̈(q)q̈+n̈(q, q̇) = K(θ̈m−q̈). (6)

Defining the joint elastic torque as

τ e = K(θm − q), (7)

we have

τ̇ e = K(θ̇m − q̇), τ̈ e = K(θ̈m − q̈). (8)

Thus, the motor accelerations can be expressed as

θ̈m = q̈ +K−1τ̈ e, (9)

where τ̈ e is computed as in the left-hand side of (6). Also,
from (4b)

τ = Bθ̈m + τ e. (10)

Combining equations and plugging everywhere q = qd(t),
we get the final expression of the desired torque in terms of
the desired link trajectory only:

τ d = BK−1[M(qd)....
q d + 2Ṁ(qd)...

qd + M̈(qd)q̈d

+ n̈(qd, q̇d) ] + [M(qd) +B ]q̈d + n(qd, q̇d). (11)

Note that, when K goes to infinity, we recover the inverse
dynamics torque of the rigid robot in (2).

B. Feedback linearization control

From eqs. (4) to (10), it is immediate to see that the
nonlinear state feedback law

τ =BK−1[M(q)v + 2Ṁ(q)...
q + M̈(q)q̈ + n̈(q, q̇) ]

+ [M(q) +B ]q̈ + n(q, q̇) (12)

yields
....
q = v. In order to (exponentially) stabilize the

trajectory error to zero, we choose

v = ....
q d +K3(...

qd −
...
q ) +K2(q̈d − q̈)

+K1(q̇d − q̇) +K0(qd − q),
(13)

where K0, . . . ,K3 are diagonal matrices, with their diago-
nal elements K·,i being such that the polynomials

pi(s) = s4 +K3,is
3 +K2,is

2 +K1,is+K0,i, i = 1, . . . , n,

are Hurwitz.
The careful reader may have recognized a difficulty in

applying the feedback linearization control law in case of
elastic joints. The control law makes apparent use of the
actual values of q̈ and

...
q , which are hard or even impossible

to measure directly. On the other hand, multiple on-line
numerical differentiation of position measurements would

1With Ṁ(q), we mean d
dt

[M(q)]. Obviously, this quantity depends on
q̇ as well as on q, but we avoid notation overloading. Similar comments
apply to ṅ and to higher-order time derivatives.
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introduce excessive noise and/or delays in a discrete-time
implementation.

However, elasticity-aware designed robots have usually
a richer sensory suite built in. In our case, the essential
capability is that of obtaining q, q̇, τ e, and τ̇ e (actually, this
is an alternative state representation) from sensor data. If a
direct measure of either q or τ e is available, together with the
usual measurement of the motor position θm by encoders,
then the missing quantity can be computed easily from (7).
Further, if all three measures q, θm, and τ e were available,
then computing q from (7) could be preferable to the use of
its direct measure, depending on the relative accuracy of the
various sensors. Finally, to obtain τ̇ e and q̇, one resorts to
numerical differentiation methods. The full state estimation
would require then only one level of differentiation, just as
in the rigid case (for obtaining q̇ from measurements of q).

Once τ e and τ̇ e are also known, q̈ and
...
q can be computed

from eqs. (4a) and (5) as

q̈ = M−1(q)
[
τe − n(q, q̇)

]
(14)

...
q = M−1(q)

[
τ̇e −

(
Ṁ(q)q̈ + ṅ(q, q̇)

)]
, (15)

where q̈ is evaluated in (15) using the value already com-
puted by (14) and just saved.

III. THE ALGORITHM: EJNEA

An algorithm capable of computing numerically τ d from
a desired qd and its first four derivatives, and which imple-
ments (11) without the need of deriving first the symbolic
model, can be designed as a direct extension of the standard
RNEA. In the following, we will drop for compactness the
subscript d (of desired trajectory). As shown in Sec. II-A, it is
necessary to compute first τ e, then τ̈ e, and finally exploit (9)
and (10) to obtain the nominal command torque τ .

Indeed, τ e can be computed using the standard RNEA.
The only difference in this case is that the input parameters
do not include the data about the drive inertia moments. The
main difficulty lies in computing τ̈ e and for this, higher-
order dynamic terms need to be considered. In particular, the
recursive algorithm will necessarily involve two more levels
of differentiation than the standard RNEA, with the need
of setting up recursions for higher-order time derivatives of
motion variables. As usual, all quantities will be conveniently
expressed in the moving reference frame of the considered
link. This is very advantageous, since all dynamic parameters
of the robot will be constant in these frames.

Before proceeding, we recall the usual notation in presence
of multiple reference frames. Subscripts represent the link
that a quantity is referring to, while superscripts (prefixed) in
vectors and matrices indicate the reference frame in which
a quantity is expressed. No superscript denotes by default
the basis frame 0. Thus, for instance, iγi = iR0

0γi =
RT

i ω̇i. Moreover, we are using here the standard Denavit-
Hartenberg convention for frame assignment. The orientation
of a frame i with respect to frame i− 1, and the position of
the origin of frame i with respect to frame i−1, expressed in

frame i, are described respectively by the following rotation
matrix and vector:

i−1Ri =

cθi −cαi sθi sαi sθi

sθi cαi cθi −sαi cθi

0 sαi cαi

, ipi,i−1 =

 ai

di sαi

di cαi

.
With ẑi, we denote the z-axis unit vector of frame i. It can
be easily seen that ẑ0 = (0 0 1)T , iẑi = ẑ0, ẑi = 0Riẑ0,
and iẑi−1 = iRi−1

i−1ẑi−1 = iRi−1ẑ0 . Finally, we recall
the well-known result

Ṙi = S(ωi)Ri , (16)

where S(ωi) is the skew-symmetric matrix computed from
ωi that performs the vector product operation, i.e., such that
S(ωi)v = ωi × v, for every vector v.

The final forward and backward recursions of EJNEA
are outlined next. The algorithm is obtained by suitable
differentiation of the Newton-Euler recursive equations until
the needed fourth-order quantities appear.

A. Forward recursion

The following equations need to be propagated from the
robot base to the tip, for i = 1, . . . , N :

iωi = iRi−1( i−1ωi−1 + θ̇iẑ0 ) (17)
iγi = iRi−1( i−1γi−1 + θ̈iẑ0 + i−1ωi−1 × θ̇iẑ0 ) (18)
iιi = iRi−1[ i−1ιi−1 +

...
θ iẑ0 +i−1 γi−1 × θ̇iẑ0

+ i−1ωi−1 × (2θ̈iẑ0 +i−1 ωi−1 × θ̇iẑ0) ] (19)
iςi = iRi−1{ i−1ςi−1 +

....
θ iẑ0 + 3 i−1γi−1 × θ̈iẑ0

+ 3 i−1ωi−1 × (
...
θ iẑ0 + i−1ωi−1 × θ̈iẑ0)

+ 2 i−1γi−1 × (i−1ωi−1 × θ̇iẑ0)

+ i−1ωi−1 × [i−1ωi−1 × (i−1ωi−1 × θ̇iẑ0)

+ i−1γi−1 × θ̇iẑ0] + i−1ιi−1 × θ̇iẑ0} (20)
iai = iRi−1

i−1ai−1 + iωi × ( iωi × ipi,i−1) (21)

+ iγi × ipi,i−1 + d̈i
iẑi−1 + 2ḋi( iωi × iẑi−1)

iaci = iai + iωi × ( iωi × ipci,i) + iγi × ipci,i (22)
iji = iRi−1

i−1ji−1 + 2 iγi × ( iωi × ipi,i−1)

+ iωi × [ iγi × ipi,i−1 + iωi × ( iωi × ipi,i−1)]

+ i ιi × ipi,i−1 +
...
d i

iẑi−1 + 3d̈i
iωi × iẑi−1

+ 3ḋi[ iγi × iẑi−1 + iωi × ( iωi × iẑi−1)] (23)
ijci

= iji + iιi × ipci,i + 2 iγi × ( iωi × ipci,i) (24)

+ iωi × [ iγi × ipci,i + iωi × ( iωi × ipci,i)]
isi = iRi−1

i−1si−1+ iςi× ipi,i−1 + 3 iιi×( iωi× ipi,i−1)

+ 3 iγi × [ iγi × ipi,i−1 + iωi × ( iωi × ipi,i−1)]

+ iωi × [ iιi × ipi,i−1 + 2 iγi × ( iωi × ipi,i−1)]

+ iωi×{ iωi×[ iγi× ipi,i−1+ iωi×( iωi× ipi,i−1)]}
+

....
d i

iẑi−1+4ḋi
iιi× iẑi−1+8ḋi

iγi×( iωi× iẑi−1)

+ 4ḋi
iωi × [ iγi × iẑi−1 + iωi × ( iωi × iẑi−1)]

+ 6d̈i[ iγi × iẑi−1 + iωi × ( iωi × iẑi−1)]

+ 4
...
d i

iωi × iẑi−1 (25)
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isci
= isi + iςi × ipci,i + 3 iιi × ( iωi × ipci,i) (26)

+ 3 iγi × [ iγi × ipci,i + iωi × ( iωi × ipci,i)]

+ iωi × [ iιi × ipci,i + 2 iγi × ( iωi × ipci,i)]

+ iωi×{ iωi×[ iγi× ipci,i + iωi×( iωi× ipci,i)]}.
The following symbols have been used:

ωi angular velocity of frame i;
γi angular acceleration of frame i;
ιi angular jerk of frame i;
ςi angular snap of frame i;
ai acceleration of the origin of frame i;
aci

acceleration of the center of mass (CoM) of link i;
ji jerk of the origin of frame i;
jci

jerk of the CoM of link i;
si snap2 of the origin of frame i;
sci

snap of the CoM of link i;
pci,i position of the CoM of the augmented link i (i.e.,

of the link plus the motor mounted on it) w.r.t. origin
of frame i.

As in standard Newton-Euler, the initialization of the forward
recursion is zero for all quantities, with the exception of
0a0, which is set to −g to account for gravitational effects,
being g the constant gravity acceleration vector (expressed
in frame 0). The above equations are valid both for revolute
and prismatic joints, with θi = qi in the former case, and
di = qi in the latter. Moreover, if joint i is prismatic, then
θ̇i = θ̈i =

...
θ i =

....
θ i = 0; if it is revolute, ḋi = d̈i =

...
d i =....

d i = 0, leading to considerable simplifications.

B. Backward recursion
The following equations need to be propagated from the

robot tip to the base, for i = N, . . . , 1:

iF i =mi
iaci (27)

iḞ i =mi
ijci

(28)
iF̈ i =mi

isci
(29)

iN i = iIi
iγi + iωi × ( iIi

iωi) (30)
iṄ i = iωi × ( iIi

iγi + iN i) + iIi( iγi × iωi + i ιi)

+ iγi × iIi
iωi (31)

iN̈ i = iγi × ( iIi
iγi + 2 iN i) + iιi × iIi

iωi (32)

+ iIi[2( iιi × iωi) + iωi × ( iωi × iγi) + iςi]

+ iωi×[ iωi× iIi
iγi+2 iIi( iιi+ iγi× iωi)+ iṄ i]

if i = iRi+1
i+1f i+1 + iF i (33)

iḟ i = iRi+1
i+1ḟ i+1 + iḞ i (34)

if̈ i = iRi+1
i+1f̈ i+1 + iF̈ i (35)

ini = iRi+1
i+1ni+1 + ipci,i ×

iF i + ipi,i−1 × if i

+ iN i (36)
iṅi = iRi+1

i+1ṅi+1 + ( iωi × ipci,i)×
iF i

+ ipci,i ×
iḞ i + ( iωi × ipi,i−1 + ḋi

iẑi−1)× if i

+ ipi,i−1 × iḟ i + iṄ i (37)

2Snap is the compact term used for defining a fourth-order time derivative.

in̈i = iRi+1
i+1n̈i+1 + 2 ( iωi × ipci,i)×

iḞ i (38)

+ [ iγi × ipci,i + iωi × ( iωi × ipci,i)]×
iF i

+ [ iγi× ipi,i−1 + iωi×( iωi× ipi,i−1) + d̈i
iẑi−1

+ 2ḋi
iωi × iẑi−1]× if i + ipci,i ×

iF̈ i + iN̈ i

+ 2 ( iωi× ipi,i−1 + ḋi
iẑi−1)× iḟ i + ipi,i−1× if̈ i

τe, i =

{
inT

i
iẑi−1 if joint i is revolute

ifT
i

iẑi−1 if joint i is prismatic
(39)

τ̇e, i =

{
( iṅi + ini × iωi)T iẑi−1 revolute
( iḟ i + if i × iωi)T iẑi−1 prismatic

(40)

τ̈e, i =


[ in̈i+2( iṅi× iωi)+ ini× iγi

+( ini× iωi)× iωi]T iẑi−1 revolute
[ if̈ i+2( iḟ i× iωi)+ if i× iγi

+( if i× iωi)× iωi]T iẑi−1 prismatic

(41)

θ̈m, i =
τ̈e, i

Ki
+ q̈i (42)

τi =Biθ̈m, i + τe, i, (43)

where:
mi mass of augmented link i;
iIi central inertia tensor of augmented link i, in frame i;
F i total force acting on the CoM of link i;
N i total torque acting on link i;
f i total force exerted on link i by link i− 1;
ni total torque exerted on link i by link i− 1.

It is important to remark that mi represents the mass of
the whole augmented link, while iIi accounts for all of
the inertial properties of link i, except for the drive inertia
moment Bi.

For the initialization step of the backward recursion, fN+1

and nN+1 are, respectively, the forces and torques exerted
by the end-effector on the environment, i.e., the opposite of
the external forces and torques acting on the end-effector.
If present, these should be passed to the algorithm as an
additional input, otherwise they should be set to zero. If the
external forces/torques are already expressed in frame N ,
then NRN+1 will be the 3× 3 identity matrix.

Summarizing, given a desired qd and its first four deriva-
tives (at any given instant of time), the use of eqs. (17)–(26)
and (27)–(43) will provide the nominal inverse dynamics
torque

τ d = EJNEA (qd, q̇d, q̈d,
...
qd,

....
q d) , (44)

being the algorithm seen as a subroutine with five suitable
input arguments. While (40) is not strictly needed for the
computation of τ d in (44), it will become necessary for real-
time control, as explained in Sec. IV.

IV. APPLICATION TO CONTROL

Through the use of the EJNEA subroutine, it is possi-
ble to implement also a feedback linearization control law
for robots with elastic joints. In fact, the required control
torque (12) can be obtained by simply calling this subroutine
with

τ = EJNEA (q, q̇, q̈, ...q ,v) , (45)
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where v is computed from (13), q̈ from (14), and
...
q from

(15). In the rest of this section, we will focus on how to
implement efficiently (14) and (15) in an algorithmic way.

We start by noting that the evaluation of (14) corresponds
to the task of solving the direct dynamics problem for a rigid
robot, in which case this is of interest mainly for performing
simulations and not for control purposes. Several methods
addressing this task are available, but since in robots with
elastic joints a solution to the direct dynamics is required
also for control purposes, real time performance will be the
core aspect to consider.

The first issue is how to compute the generalized inertia
matrix M(q) at the current value q. In principle, this could
be done by using the RNEA. If ei is the ith column of
the N ×N identity matrix, then the standard Newton-Euler
algorithm can be called with g = 0 (removing gravity)
in the form RNEA(q,0, ei), returning as output the ith
column mi(q) of M(q). Repeating this computation for
i = 1, . . . , N would return the full inertia matrix in O(N2)
complexity. However, this is definitely not the best way to
proceed. A much faster method is the Composite Rigid Body
Algorithm (CRBA), which was specifically designed for this
purpose and first appeared (as Method 3) in [19]. Thus, we
evaluate the inertia matrix as

M(q) = CRBA(q).

The second issue involves the inversion of the obtained
inertia matrix in order to solve for q̈ and

...
q . In general,

inverting a (numeric) matrix is not the most efficient solution.
Letting

A = M(q) (46)
b1 = τe − n(q, q̇) (47)

b2 = τ̇e − [Ṁ(q)q̈ + ṅ(q, q̇) ], (48)

a better approach would be to solve the two linear systems

Aq̈ = b1 (49)
A

...
q = b2. (50)

This approach is in fact rather standard in direct dynamics
of rigid robots. The solution can be computed using any
algorithm designed for solving linear systems. In particular,
since A = M(q) is always positive definite and symmetric,
specialized methods could be used, such as using the LLT

(Cholesky) or LDLT decompositions. Obviously, in our
case, we need first to solve (49), then compute b2, and finally
solve (50). Note that A needs only to be computed and
decomposed once (at a given configuration q).

The last issue left is how to compute b1 and b2 algo-
rithmically, using the obtained values of q̈ and

...
q . This can

be done by using EJNEA or, even better, smaller versions
of it. By EJNEA∗2(q, q̇, q̈) we denote a reduced version
of EJNEA, returning τ e. Note that this corresponds to
the standard RNEA. Similarly, by EJNEA∗3(q, q̇, q̈, ...q ) we
denote a reduced version returning τ̇ e. Then:

b1 = τe − EJNEA∗2(q, q̇,0) (51)

b2 = τ̇e − EJNEA∗3(q, q̇, q̈,0). (52)

The computation of b1 through the use of RNEA is a
standard step also in the direct dynamics of rigid robots.
Note that it is possible to implement simplified versions
of EJNEA∗2 and EJNEA∗3 including the built-in assumptions
q̈ = 0 and

...
q = 0, but the performance gain would be

negligible.
Summarizing, the necessary steps (with complexity) are:
• one run of CRBA to get A = M(q) – O(N2)
• one decomposition A = LDLT – O(N3)
• one run of EJNEA∗2 to get b1 – O(N)
• solve the linear system (49), using the LDLT – O(N2)
• one run of EJNEA∗3 to get b2 – O(N)
• solve the linear system (50), using the LDLT – O(N2)
• one run of EJNEA to obtain the input torque τ – O(N)

Therefore, the total computational cost grows asymptotically
as O(N3).

For the sake of completeness, we mention also a com-
pletely different way to compute the direct dynamics, namely
the Articulated Body Algorithm (ABA). For rigid robots,
ABA allows to obtain q̈ directly and in O(N) time, without
computing and then inverting M(q). An early version of
ABA, which was assuming q̇ = 0, first appeared in [20],
while its full form can be found in [21, Ch. 6]. In princi-
ple, the first version of the algorithm could also work for
computing

...
q , by simply using b2 as input in the place of τ .

However, resorting to ABA for controlling robots with elastic
joints is not convenient in practice. In fact, already for rigid
robots, the actual computational cost of ABA is much larger
than the one based on CRBA, until reaching approximately a
number of dofs N ≥ 9. For elastic joint robots, this issue is
even more emphasized, since M(q) needs to be computed
and decomposed only once with the proposed algorithm,
while ABA would need to run twice in this case.

V. NUMERICAL RESULTS

To validate our method, we have performed several motion
tests on elastic joint robots of increasing model complexity,
and compared the inverse dynamics torques produced as
output by EJNEA with those obtained by evaluating the sym-
bolic model terms. We show here one such example, using
a dynamic model of a 7R KUKA LWR with approximate
dynamic parameters. Due to the lack of space, we do not
report results on the application of EJNEA to the trajectory
control problem discussed in Sec. IV.

The kinematic and dynamic parameters used for the nu-
merical evaluations are listed in Tab. I. The first four rows
report the actual Denavit-Hartenberg (kinematic) parameters
of the considered KUKA LWR manipulator. For the dynamic
parameters, the values of link masses and inertias3 (shown
rounded in the table) and the position of the link CoMs were
taken from the V-Rep™ library, where such a robot model is
freely available. Please note that these dynamic parameters
are not meant to be the true ones; they are only realistic,

3For compactness, we used the inertia units [g m2] = 10−3 · [kg m2]
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TABLE I
KINEMATIC AND DYNAMIC PARAMETERS

1 2 3 4 5 6 7
αi rad π/2 −π/2 −π/2 π/2 π/2 −π/2 0
ai cm 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
di cm 0 0 40 0 39 0 0
θi rad q1 q2 q3 q4 q5 q6 q7

mi kg 2.7 2.7 2.7 2.7 1.7 1.6 0.3
ipcxi,i cm 0.1340 0.1340 0.1340 0.1340 0.0993 0.0259 0
ipcyi,i cm 8.7777 2.6220 8.7777 2.6220 11.1650 0.5956 0
ipczi,i cm 2.6220 8.7777 2.6220 8.7777 2.6958 0.5328 6.3
iIxxi g m2 16.341 16.341 16.341 16.341 9.818 3.012 0.102
iIxyi g m2 0.003 0.001 0.003 0.001 0.001 0 0
iIxzi g m2 0.001 0.003 0.001 0.003 0.001 0 0
iIyyi g m2 5.026 16.173 5.026 16.173 3.708 3.023 0.102
iIyzi g m2 3.533 3.533 3.533 3.533 3.094 0.019 0
iIzzi g m2 16.173 5.026 16.173 5.026 9.092 3.414 0.158
Bi kg m2 3.20 3.05 1.98 2.06 0.801 0.48 0.381
Ki Nm/rad 1000 1000 1000 1000 1000 1000 1000

in order to show the performance of the algorithm for a
generic 7R robot. The values for the drive inertia moments
were taken from [22], while the joint stiffnesses have been
chosen arbitrarily.

The desired link motion was specified by smooth rest-to-
rest trajectories (polynomials of degree 7, with zero initial
and final boundary conditions on velocity, acceleration, and
jerk) lasting T = 4 s and having peak (absolute) velocities
between 90◦/s and 120◦/s. The obtained numerical results
are shown in Figs. 1 to 5. During motion, the elastic
joint deflections are as large as 3◦ (Fig. 3). The maximum
differences between the torques that would be needed in the
rigid case and those needed in the elastic case range between
2% and 5% of the peak torques for the robot with elastic
joints (Fig. 5).

The algorithm was implemented in Matlab™ , automati-
cally converted to C code, and then run as a mex function
on a standard personal computer. Remarkably, 4 seconds
of inverse dynamics computations with a sampling time
∆t = 0.01 s took only 13 ms of execution time, achieving
an average of 33.258 µs per iteration and thus proving that
the method is perfectly feasible for real-time control use.

VI. CONCLUSIONS

An efficient numerical solution has been presented for
computing the inverse dynamics of robot manipulators with
elastic joints, based on a differential extension of the recur-
sive Newton-Euler algorithm for rigid robots. The solution
is general and has a computational complexity that grows
linearly with the number N of joints, as in the rigid case. The
recursive numerical algorithm avoids even in the joint elastic
case the effort of deriving symbolic models and customizing
the dynamics for efficiency when N is large.

The complexity of a Lagrangian-based feedback lineariza-
tion design has barred so far the use of such nonlinear control
law for all but very simple robotic structures with elastic
joints. Using instead our Newton-Euler algorithm, together
with a numerical factorization of the link inertia matrix,
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Fig. 3. Joint deflections φd = θm,d − qd

we have also addressed for the first time (though still in
a preliminary way) the issue of real-time implementation of
feedback linearization control for robots with joint elasticity.

The extension of the presented approach to robots driven
by Variable Stiffness Actuators is under preparation.
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